
Ausgang’s
718 GT4



My Order Demand was created on January 12th, 2021 – back 
when the Commission Codes started with an “E”.



Much, much later….



The first sign that
the long journey
may in fact be 
real.

p.s. make changes
at your own risk.
(Right “ADRIFT”?)



By now I’ve read every post on, “What did you buy your 718 today”



Perhaps a week later ---- confirmation of completion in photos,
And with a little zooming in the production completion date can
be read on the sticker affixed to the windshield.



Email from my very 
attentive SA.



The Hunt for
Red October.



Gotcha!



TYD a little tardy, but has my car arriving on my son’s birthday



Checked the
dealer’s lot

(regularly)
and found her 

moments after 
drop-off!



Confirmed what 
production 
photo seemed 
to show:  
Production 
completion date 
was my 
birthday!





If anyone 
thought 
cornflower blue 
differed from 
shark blue….



I love this sticker
on driver’s door 
and forgot to
ask the dealer
to save it for
me.





Rennlist’s
“TigerHonacker” 
was right: Stock 
valve stem caps 
leave a lot to be 
desired & will be 
replaced with 
those that feature 
the crest.



My SA kindly let 
me peak inside 
and we saved all 
of the stickers 
and documents.



Well, have to
wait a couple
more days….



I found this most 
interesting. It appears to 
be my build sheet and so 
glad we saved it.



My best friend 
from college 
drove up from 
MD in his C8 to
join me for
delivery.

We had a plan 
to recreate a 
picture we took 
in 1982.



Begs law
enforcement to 
follow…..



While I did 
paperwork they 
staged our cars.



Notice how I
managed to 
position us to  
block the Vette?

Heh, heh, heh.



Recreating a
historic photo in
upper Bucks
County.



Clear corners 
are going on 
with the PPF 
next week.



Picture on right is our first good track cars in 1982, and on the left 
is the modern era recreation in 2022.



Got the ‘ok’ 
from the Stig to 
park in the 
garage.



Finally, at home.



First mod:  My 
SA laminated 
the AP break-in 
guidelines for 
me and I posted 
them with 
painters tape for 
quick reference.



Second ‘mod’ 
was replacing 
the standard
gas cap.



Visited the 
Holbert Racing 
historic marker 
in our town.

Old race shops 
in background



Always 
watching….

-The End-
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